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TOP NEWS

This standard is a core technical standard for Tower CSP and plays an important role in 

the IEC standard system. The standard mainly stipulates the technical requirements 

including the tower control system structure, data collection and interaction, heliostat 

field control, safety protection, communication, synchronization, man-machine 

interface, data storage, reliability, detection methods, detection rules, etc..
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The international standard ‘Tower CSP Heliostat Field Control 
System’ led by Cosin Solar passed the IEC project approval

‘Tower CSP Heliostat Field Control System’ is the fourth standard proposal put forward by China in 

the International Electro technical Commission/Solar Thermal Power Station Technical Committee 

(IEC/TC117). It is led by Cosin Solar Technology Co.,Ltd., and Jin Jianxiang, the chairman and chief 

engineer, convened the establishment of a working group as the project leader. The proposal 

attracted the participation of experts from countries including the United States, France, Germany, 

Russia, Japan, South Korea, etc.. 10 countries in total responded to the proposal and all voted in 

favor.  Read More→

On December 25, 2021, the IEC 

official website released the voting 

results of ‘PNW 117-151 ED1: Solar 

thermal electric plants-Part 4-2: 

Heliostat field control system’. The 

international standard has 

successfully passed the voting of 

the New Work Item Proposal (NP).
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PROJECT UPDATE

The November witnessed the highest monthly power generation in 2021, which was 

17.907GWh with the top monthly achieving rate of 104.37% since its commercial 

operation.

SUPCON SOLAR Delingha 50MW Molten Salt Tower CSP Plant is of a designed 

monthly average power generation at 12.167 GWh, and the actual power 

generation in November significantly exceeds the designed value. The annual 

efficiency of tower CSP is relatively stable, given that the winter is with more sunny 

days, therefore the monthly power generation of the plant in winter often exceeds the 

annual monthly average, which can effectively supplement the insufficient 

hydropower output during the dry season in winter.

SUPCON SOLAR Delingha 50MW Molten Salt Tower CSP Plant

A new high record 17.907GWh
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The total power generation of SUPCON SOLAR Delingha 50MW Molten Salt Tower CSP 

plant was 14.842 GWh in December 2021 , with achieving rate of 102.25%.

From Sept. to Dec. 2021,  the plant has run in good condition and the total power 

generation was 60.991GWh in the four months, and the average power 

generation achieving rate was 102.3%.  

Month DNI (kWh/㎡) Theoretical 
generation（GWh）

Actual generation
 (GWh)

Achieving 
rate

Sept. 193.77 14.574 14.571 99.98%

Oct. 169.81 13.371 13.671 102.25%

Nov. 217.23 17.157 17.907 104.37%

Dec. 186.13 14.515 14.842 102.25%

▲ Monthly Performance of Delingha 50MW CSP Plant

Stable operation in winter

The table above clearly reflects that the monthly power generation of the plant 

exceeded the designed monthly average (12.167GWh) in winter, which show its 

advantages in high-latitude regions. 



The former SUPCON SOLAR，officially renamed in July 2021 
into Cosin Solar Technology Co., Ltd. (Cosin Solar for short)
Founded in 2010, focus on Tower CSP and Energy Storage 
technology
Independent R&D with fully patented technology and homebred 
equipment
Technology consultancy, Equipment integration, Engineering 
services
Development, Investment, Construction, Operation of projects

A Global Leading Provider for Molten Salt Tower CSP

Twitter: @CosinSolar  Youtube: Cosin Solar Website: www.cosinsolar.com
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Location
Installed Capacity
Storage Time
Occupied Land
Molten Salt Volume
Solar Field
Heliostats Quantity
Electricity Production
Coal Saving
CO2 Emission Reduction

Qinghai, China
50MW
7 Hours with Molten Salt
2.47km2

10093 tons
542,700m2

27,135 sets (20m2 each)
146 GWh/year
46,000 tons/year
121,000 tons/year

Project Quick Facts

Construction started in Mar. 2017, 
synchronized to the grid in Dec. 2018
Reached full-load operation in Apr. 2019
From July 2019 to July 2020, annual 
generation reaches 121.82GWh, fulfillment 
rate achieved 88.6%. If the impact of grid 
curtailment is excluded, the fulfillment rate 
is 94.35%

The northern regions with abundant sunshine resources in China are in high 

latitudes, and the solar altitude angle is smaller in winter. The heliostat of the 

tower CSP plant adopts dual-axis tracking system, which can effectively 

reduce the loss of cosine efficiency caused by the decrease of the sun's altitude 

angle. While the efficiency of the plant has no much difference in winter and 

summer, the power generation in winter is often higher than that in summer 

because of lower rainfall. With the growth of power consumption load, the 

tower CSP plant can ensure power supply, and supplement the insufficient 

hydropower output during the dry season in winter.


